We study real linear scalar eld theory on two simple non-globally hyperbolic spacetimes containing closed timelike curves within the framework proposed by Kay for algebraic quantum eld theory on non-globally hyperbolic spacetimes. In this context, a spacetime (M; g) is said to be`F-quantum compatible' with a eld theory if it admits a -algebra of local observables for that theory which satis es a locality condition known as`F-locality'. Kay's proposal is that, in formulating algebraic quantum eld theory on (M; g), F-locality should be imposed as a necessary condition on the -algebra of observables.
Introduction
The theory of quantum elds in curved spacetime has been developed for the most part in the context of globally hyperbolic Lorentzian spacetimes. These spacetimes are distinguished by the fact that they contain Cauchy surfaces 1 , which entails the global existence and uniqueness of certain fundamental solutions to the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations (in particular the advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution) which play a key rôle in the quantisation of these theories.
There has, however, been recent interest in quantum eld theory on spacetimes containing closed timelike curves (CTCs), which do not possess Cauchy surfaces and for which the usual methodology must be modi ed. There are various reasons for this interest. For example, because such spacetimes are a`source of tension' between quantum theory and general relativity, one would expect that they might be associated with or forbidden by non-trivial quantum gravitational e ects (cf. Hawking's Chronology Protection Conjecture 2] ). Even disregarding back-reaction, the formulation of quantum eld theory in xed background spacetimes containing CTCs raises many interesting conceptual problems stemming from the lack of a global Cauchy surface. As an example, we mention the fact that the evolution of interacting quantum elds from the far past of an isolated region of CTCs to its far future turns out to be non-unitary 3, 4, 5], which has led to a debate on how this can be interpreted 6] or alternatively, how unitarity may be restored 7, 8] .
In the presence of such conceptual problems, there are clearly advantages in adopting a mathematically rigorous approach to quantum eld theory in curved spacetime, such as that o ered by the algebraic approach, even though this restricts us (at least for the moment) to the study of linear (non-self-interacting) eld theories. The algebraic approach has also been developed largely in the globally hyperbolic case (see 1, 9] for detailed reviews). Recently, however, Kay 1] and Yurtsever 10] have independently proposed suitable generalisations of this approach to the non-globally hyperbolic case. Here, we will work within the framework developed by Kay. In this proposal, the aim is to construct a -algebra A(M; g) whose elements are interpreted as polynomials in quantum elds smeared by smooth test functions compactly supported on a given spacetime (M; g), and such that A(M; g) possesses the property of F-locality. This condition, which will be reviewed in Section 2, essentially requires that every point in M should have a globally hyperbolic neighbourhood N such that the induced algebra A(M; g; N) (i.e., the subalgebra of A(M; g) consisting of polynomials of elds smeared by test functions supported in N) should coincide with the intrinsic algebra A(N; gj N ), obtained by regarding (N; gj N ) as a spacetime in its own right and following the normal procedure for globally hyperbolic spacetimes with some choice of time orientation on N. More precise de nitions will be given in Section 2. If a spacetime admits an F-local -algebra corresponding to a given eld theory, the spacetime is said to be F-quantum compatible with this eld theory. Kay argues that non-F-quantum compatible spacetimes would not appear as classical approximations to states in quantum gravity. The proposal of Yurtsever 10] di ers from that of Kay in that it constructs an algebra which generally fails to be F-local, except in the case of`quantum benign' spacetimes 10].
Returning to Kay's proposal, it is clearly important to determine which spacetimes are F-quantum compatible with given eld theories and which are not. Three results due to Kay 1] shed some light on this issue for both massive and massless real linear scalar eld theory. Firstly, all globally hyperbolic spacetimes are F-quantum compatible with these theories; moreover, the usual minimal algebra on these spacetimes is F-local. Secondly, any subspacetime (of zero co-dimension) of a globally hyperbolic spacetime is also F-quantum compatible with these eld theories. Thirdly, non-time orientable spacetimes are not F-quantum compatible with either eld theory.
As well as these results, Kay discussed two examples of spacetimes with closed timelike curves. The rst, 2-dimensional Misner space { in which a region of closed time-like curves`develops' { was shown to be non-F-quantum compatible with massless scalar eld theory. The second, the 4-dimensional`spacelike cylinder' (i.e., Minkowski space quotiented by a xed time translation) is F-quantum compatible with massless real linear scalar eld theory. However, because (in both cases) the assumption of zero mass plays an essential rôle in his argument, Kay left the massive case as an open question.
In the present paper, we resolve this question for the four dimensional spacelike cylinder, which we show to be F-quantum compatible with massive real linear scalar eld theory. We also demonstrate the F-quantum compatibility of the 2-dimensional spacelike cylinder with both massive and massless elds. 2 Our method in each of these cases is essentially to nd a global bi-solution e (x 1 ; x 2 ) to the appropriate Klein-Gordon equation which plays the rôle of the advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution, and which agrees with the Minkowski space fundamental solution for x 1 and x 2 su ciently close together. Once this is found, it is easy to construct an F-local -algebra for the corresponding real linear scalar eld theory. Our construction is not unique: it turns out that there are many F-local algebras on the spacetimes we consider. As yet, it is not clear whether or not these di erent algebras correspond to di erent physics. To resolve this issue, one would have to study the physically`nice' states (say, quasi-free and Hadamard) on these algebras, as suggested by Kay We begin by de ning a pre-eld algebra to be a -algebra with identity, 11 The motivation for this de nition is the interpretation of (f) as the smearing by f of a Hermitian weak solution (x) to (2.1), i.e.,
where d = j det g ab j 1=2 d n x is the volume element. We emphasise the heuristic nature of this interpretation: there is no quantum eld (x) as such underlying this approach.
There is a natural mapping between any two pre-eld algebras on (M; g) which identi es elements corresponding to the same polynomial in the smeared elds. If this mapping is an isomorphism, we say that the pre-eld algebras are naturally isomorphic.
In general, a pre-eld algebra does not represent a quantised eld theory. If (M; g) is globally hyperbolic, there exists a unique advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution (x 1 ; x 2 ) to (2.1) (see, e.g., 12]) and quantisation is e ected by supplementing relations (Q1{3) with
where (f 1 ; f 2 ) is the smeared version of (x 1 ; x 2 ) de ned by
We will refer to a pre-eld algebra satisfying (Q4) as a eld algebra. Such an algebra may be constructed as described in 1], by rst forming the free -algebra generated (over C and with 11) by the abstract objects f (f) j f 2 C 1 0 (M)g and then quotienting
by the relations (Q1{4). We will refer to the algebra A(M; g) generated in this manner as the usual eld algebra on (M; g), when (M; g) is globally hyperbolic. To be precise, the relations (Q1{4) generate a congruence in algebra 3 on the algebra of polynomials in the (f) and their adjoints, such that two polynomials are congruent if one can be manipulated into the form of the other using (Q1{4) and the usual rules of algebra. The quotient algebra A(M; g) is the algebra of congruence classes of polynomials. We will abuse notation by denoting a polynomial and its congruence class in the same way. For the most part, we will also suppress the mention of congruence classes. For general non-globally hyperbolic manifolds (M; g), there is no advanced-minusretarded fundamental solution and so one cannot de ne a eld algebra in the above manner, although there may exist non-trivial pre-eld algebras. Clearly, a criterion is required to select those pre-eld algebras which correspond to some reasonable notion of quantum eld theory. Kay proposed in 1] that this should be done as follows. Suppose A(M; g) is a pre-eld algebra on a time orientable manifold (M; g) and let N be a globally hyperbolic subspacetime of M. There are two -algebras naturally associated with N. A(M; g; N) is easily seen to be a pre-eld algebra on (N; gj N ). Secondly, because (N; gj N ) may be regarded as a globally hyperbolic spacetime in its own right, there is the intrinsic -algebra, A(N; gj N ) which is the usual eld algebra on (N; gj N ). We require that quantisation in each region N is carried out with respect to a time orientation induced from a xed global time orientation on (M; g). 4 The induced and intrinsic algebras are generally di erent (see 1] for explicit examples) because the commutator in A(N; gj N ) is determined by the advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution intrinsic to (N; gj N ) (and therefore depends on the causal structure of (N; gj N )), whilst that in A(M; g; N) is induced from A(M; g) and may not respect the causal structure of (N; gj N ). However, Kay's proposal is that, as a necessary condition for A(M; g) to be a reasonable -algebra for quantum eld theory on (M; g), these algebras should agree if N is`su ciently small'. More precisely, this is codi ed by the notion of F-locality 1]:
De nition 2.1 (The F-locality Condition) Let (M; g) be a (not necessarily globally hyperbolic) time orientable spacetime and suppose A(M; g) is a pre-eld algebra for real linear scalar eld theory on (M; g). A(M; g) is said to be F-local if each point p of M has a globally hyperbolic neighbourhood N for which the induced A(M; g; N) and intrinsic A(N; gj N ) -algebras are naturally isomorphic. In addition, (M; g) is said to be F-quantum compatible if it admits a pre-eld algebra satisfying F-locality.
In 1], Kay established various consequences of this de nition, including the result that the usual eld algebra on a globally hyperbolic spacetime is F-local. Thus F-locality provides a generalisation of the usual quantisation procedure. It is important to note 3 A congruence in algebra is a linear equivalence relation which respects the algebraic operations.
Thus in our case, if the polynomials P and Q are congruent to P 0 and Q 0 respectively, then the product PQ is congruent to P 0 Q 0 . 4 In 1], Kay initially left open the possibility of the time orientation di ering in di erent regions N.
However, he then showed that time orientability was a necessary condition for F-quantum compatibility of a manifold: we have essentially incorporated this result into our discussion.
that, even for F-local algebras, it is not the case that the induced and intrinsic algebras coincide for any subspacetime N { see 1] for discussion.
We now describe the technique we will use to prove the F-quantum compatibility of the spacelike cylinder spacetimes in Section 3. This is accomplished by constructing a global bi-solution e (x 1 ; x 2 ) to the Klein-Gordon equation which is equal to the intrinsic advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution on su ciently small globally hyperbolic subspacetimes (i.e., for x 1 and x 2 su ciently close together). We then use e to de ne an F-local -algebra.
More formally, we de ne:
De nition 2. Thus it su ces to exhibit an F-local advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution on a spacetime (M; g) in order to conclude its F-quantum compatibility and to construct an F-local algebra there.
In addition to F-locality, we will require that our -algebra A(M; g) should be globally covariant with respect to the isometries of the spacetime (cf. 11]). That is, we require there to be a representation 7 ! of the isometry group of (M; g) as automorphisms on A(M; g) such that ( (f)) = (f ) for each f 2 C 1 0 (M) and isometry . This places constraints on the F-local advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution 
Quantum Field Theory on Spacelike Cylinders
In this section, we discuss the F-quantum compatibility of the 2-and 4-dimensional spacelike cylinders, which are obtained as quotients of 2-or 4-dimensional at Minkowski space by a xed time-like translation. We write coordinates for these spacetimes in the form (t; x) and, in the 2-dimensional case, write the single spatial coordinate as z. The spacelike cylinder spacetime is then de ned to be the quotient of Minkowski space by the xed time translation t ! t + T for some T > 0.
In the following, it will be useful to have an explicit class of globally hyperbolic neighbourhoods available: accordingly, we de ne a diamond of size d about position (t; x) to be the region N d = f(t 0 ; x 0 ) j jt 0 ? tj + jx 0 ? xj < dg:
(3.1) In our example spacetimes every point has a globally hyperbolic diamond neighbourhood of any size less than T=2. If a diamond neighbourhood in one of the spacelike cylinders is globally hyperbolic, its intrinsic advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution is just the restriction of that for 2-or 4-dimensional Minkowski space as appropriate.
The 2-dimensional Spacelike Cylinder
We now show that the 2-dimensional spacelike cylinder spacetime is F-quantum compatible with both massless and massive real linear scalar eld theory, by exhibiting suitable F-local advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solutions.
As mentioned above, we will require global covariance with respect to the isometries of the spacetime: these are generated by the group of spacetime translations and the two discrete symmetries of parity and time reversal. The translations form a continuous group of isometries and must therefore be implemented by linear automorphisms at the algebraic level, whilst parity and time reversal are implemented as usual by linear and anti-linear automorphisms respectively (locally, this is actually a consequence of F-locality). In consequence, The sum converges (because only nitely many summands are non-zero at any given (t; z)) and its values are displayed in Figure 1 . Note that e is periodic in both t and z with period T, so it su ces to show the values for jtj; jzj < T=2. Finally, it is easy to see from Fig. 1 is an F-local advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution on the two dimensional spacelike cylinder. As an immediate corollary, due to the periodicity of e in both t and z, we also conclude F-quantum compatibility of the 2-torus with equal periods with massless eld theory.
Massive Klein-Gordon Theory
In this case, we seek a global solution e (t; z) to the massive Klein-Gordon equation on the spacelike cylinder, which agrees with the usual advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution on 2-dimensional Minkowski space
for t and z su ciently close to the origin. Here, J 0 (z) is the Bessel function of order zero. As mentioned above, we will require e (t; z) to be even in z and odd in t. The key to constructing such a function is that the initial value problem is well-posed for the Klein-Gordon equation on the spacelike cylinder, when one speci es initial data f(t) = (t; 0) and g(t) = @ @z (t; z) z=0 (3.8) on the circle z = 0, where f(t) and g(t) are periodic with period T. (Essentially, we are just turning the spacelike cylinder on its end to obtain the globally hyperbolic`timelike cylinder', with t regarded as a periodically identi ed`spatial' coordinate and z regarded as`time'.) We now set g(t) to be identically zero (re ecting the fact that we want e (t; z) to be even in z), and require that f(t) should coincide with (t; 0) = ? 1 2 "(t)J 0 (mjtj) for jtj < T=2 ? for some > 0. Outside this region, we can choose f(t) arbitrarily, subject to the requirements that it be real-valued, odd, smooth and obey periodic boundary conditions at t = T=2. From There is clearly a substantial non-uniqueness in our construction, because f(t) can be chosen freely (amongst smooth, odd functions) for T=2 ? < jtj < T=2 (at t = T=2, f must vanish, along with all its even derivatives). Thus there are very many F-local algebras on this spacetime. However, in general, the corresponding e (t; z) functions are not bounded as jzj ! 1 for each t, owing to the presence of exponentially growing modes in the solution to the initial value problem (3.8). 5 To see this explicitly, note that mode solutions to the massive Klein-Gordon equation ?T=2 e 2 int=T f(t)dt (3.11) for n 2 Z Z, this is equivalent to requiring`n(f) = 0 for jnj mT=2 . We note that the n = 0 harmonic vanishes in any case because f(t) is odd; thus for mT < 2 (small cylinders or light particles) growing modes are automatically absent. More generally, because f(t) is chosen to be real-valued and odd, we have`? n (f) = ?`n(f) =`n(f) , and so growing modes are excluded provided that`n(f) = 0 for 1 n mT=2 . This can be arranged by choosing f(t) to have the form
with k 2 IR, where (t) is smooth, even, compactly supported in jtj < T=2 ? =2, and equal to unity for jtj < T=2 ? , and the h k (t) are smooth odd functions compactly supported in T=2 ? =2 < jtj < T=2 such that`j(h k ) = 0 for 0 j < k and`k(h k ) 6 = 0.
The functions and h k are also required to be real-valued.
To construct suitable h k , we de ne the function spaces D n = f' 2 D 0 j`j(') = 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; kg (3.13) where D 0 is the space of smooth odd real-valued functions compactly supported in T=2 ? =2 < jtj < T=2. For each k, h k is chosen to be a representative of any non-zero equivalence class in the quotient D k?1 =D k , which is non-trivial because`1; : : : ;`k are linearly independent distributions on D 0 . The h k clearly possess the required properties and the k may therefore be chosen to ensure that`n(f) = 0 for each jnj mT=2 as required. Reality of the k follows from the fact that`n(') is purely imaginary for odd real-valued '. One could, of course, specify a distinguished e by letting shrink to zero, thereby putting all the ambiguity in f(t) into a distributional contribution supported at the point t = T=2. The distinguished e would be obtained by requiring this distribution to be as`regular' as possible, but nonetheless singular enough to ensure the absence of growing modes. In fact, the F-local advanced-minus-retarded solution identi ed in the massless case (where there are in fact no growing modes) can be regarded as a (trivial) example of this procedure.
The 4-dimensional Spacelike Cylinder
As we have mentioned, it has already been shown by Kay 1] that the 4-dimensional spacelike cylinder is F-quantum compatible with massless scalar elds. Here, we demonstrate that the same is true for the massive case.
The isometries of the 4-dimensional spacelike cylinder are generated by the group of spacetime translations, the group of rotations, and the discrete symmetries of parity and time reversal. Of these generators, only time reversal is represented by an anti-linear automorphism. The requirement of covariance with respect to these isometries therefore entails that is an F-local advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution to the massive Klein-Gordon equation on the 4-dimensional spacelike cylinder. This spacetime is therefore F-quantum compatible with massive real linear scalar eld theory. As in the 2-dimensional case, our construction is highly non-unique: similar comments to those made in that case also apply here. We also note that by setting m = 0 in the above, we obtain a new proof of the F-quantum compatibility of this spacetime with massless eld theory.
Conclusion
We have studied the 2-and 4-dimensional spacelike cylinders and have shown that the 2-dimensional cylinder is F-quantum compatible with both massive and massless elds, and that the 4-dimensional cylinder is F-quantum compatible with massive elds.
This complements the earlier result of Kay on the F-quantum compatibility of the 4-dimensional spacelike cylinder with massless elds and resolves the question raised in 1] as to whether or not this spacetime is F-quantum compatible with massive elds. These results help to strengthen the claim that F-locality provides a good basis for quantum eld theory on non-globally hyperbolic spacetimes. Our construction exhibits a considerable degree of non-uniqueness. A similar phenomenon was noted by Kay for spacetimes which can be isometrically embedded in a globally hyperbolic spacetime: here we have shown that this can happen even for spacetimes which cannot be embedded in this way. Non-uniqueness might present a serious problem if it transpired that di erent F-local algebras could correspond to di erent physics. To investigate this, it would be necessary to move beyond the construction of the algebra of observables, to the study of physically reasonable states on the algebra. If necessary, it might be possible to remove this non-uniqueness by imposing further conditions on the algebra of observables, or on the class of allowed states, as mentioned in 1].
Finally, our treatment of the spacelike cylinders relied heavily on the special property that they may be turned on end to yield globally hyperbolic spacetimes. More generally, it is of interest to determine what conditions a spacetime must satisfy in order to admit an F-local advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution. This appears to be closely related to whether or not a spacetime is`classically benign' 13] with respect to weak solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. We note that (almost by de nition) a translationally invariant classically benign spacetime admits an F-local advanced-minusretarded fundamental solution, and is therefore F-quantum compatible. More generally, one needs to generalise the notion of classical benignity to treat bi-solutions. Progress in the classi cation of such manifolds would be of considerable interest in the context of F-locality.
